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Abstract

A benchmark of different starting modes of a passive Fuel Cell (FC) / Ultracapaci-
tors (UCs) hybrid source is presented. Passive hybridization consist to directly con-
nect the FC and the UC without power electronics. Compared with active sources,
passive hybridization presents some advantages: lower volume and weight, ease of
implementation, and lower cost. However, the power distribution among the sources
is no longer controllable. Additionally, the FC-UC passive hybrid source’s start-up
could lead to high inrush currents and faster FC degradation. A FC-UC passive
hybrid source start-up is evaluated by simulations and experimentally. Three start-
ing modes for an automobile application are considered: progressive starting, short
circuit, and using a resistive pre-charge device.

Keywords: PEM Fuel cell, passive hybrid source, ultracapacitors, starting
operation modes, vehicular application, experimental validation.

1. Introduction

Fuel Cells (FC) are an attractive energy source because of its high energy density,
high efficiency, and zero local emissions. However, FC present a limitation on its
dynamic response and cannot recover energy, e.g., regenerative braking in vehicular
application [31, 6, 44]. Ultracapacitors (UCs) could be a complementary source to
lower power density such as FC or batteries due to their fast dynamic, high power
density, charge/discharge abilities, and reversibility [35, 7, 30].

FC and UC can be connected using either passive or active configurations [25].
Active configurations use at least one DC/DC converter to couple the FC to the UC.
These configurations allow designing and performing a stable control associated with
an energy management strategy [17]. However, using additional power converters
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generally increases the energy losses, the volume, the weight, and the cost of the
hybrid source. Other disadvantages of active configurations are the ripple currents
generated by the power converters, which can reduce the lifespan of the FC stack
[39].

In a passive connection, FC and UC or FC and batteries [29] are directly con-
nected in parallel without a power converter. Therefore, this configuration does not
permit to define a control strategy to determine the power distribution of the hy-
brid source. The power distribution between FC and UCs depends on the sizing of
the system. Passive configuration offers a simple solution at a low cost to eliminate
power converters’ losses and then increase the system’s global efficiency.

Some studies compare the active and passive architecture of a hybrid source
composed of a FC system and a batteries or UCs bank as an auxiliary power source
for transport applications. Samsun et al. [32] consider a FC and batteries hybrid
system for truck applications. The study shows that the passive connection has a
better performance during short-time load variations. However, long fluctuations
presented by the load could cause that the FC works in low-efficiency regions. Xun
et al. [43] use a FC system combined with Li-ion batteries or ultracapacitors to power
an electrical vehicle. The results demonstrate that the FC/UCs passive hybridization
presents a better performance than the FC/batteries active configuration in terms of
FC assistance, i.e., as UCs have a better state of charge (SoC) level during the used
driving cycle than batteries, Ultracapacitors easily capture the high power demand
avoiding the FC performance degradation. In [41] the evaluation of a fuel cell and
ultracapacitors direct connection under an automotive profile reveals that UCs can
reduce the high current demand of the FC and its dynamic current value when a
variable cycling is applied. This is due that UCs have a low impedance and then they
work as a low-pass filter removing all the high current peaks which are addressed to
FC. Macias et al. [25] presents a comparison between the FC/UCs passive and active
architecture subjected under an automotive load cycling. Simulation results show
that the passive coupling presents 17% less of hourly operation cost. This operation
cost includes, for instance, the hydrogen consumption and the capital cost of the
sources. Considering an automobile cycling, which normally imposes certain hard
operation conditions such as high current demand in short time [22], and based on
these previous manuscripts, the selection of a passive architecture of a fuel cell and
a ultracapacitors bank seems to be the best choice.

Recent researches have studied the passive configuration of FC and UCs. Garcia
et al. [20] analyze the effect of sizing these energy sources on the power distribu-
tion. Depature et al. [18] proposes a sizing methodology based on three criteria:
UCs storage capacity, UCs maximal voltage, and the FC operation current dynamic,
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allowing the FC to meet the load requirements, extend its lifetime, and improve its
global efficiency. Zhao et al. [45] make a study by simulation of different powertrain
configurations of FC/UC hybridization. Results show that the passive configura-
tion presents the lowest hydrogen consumption due to the losses elimination at the
DC/DC converters. Ait Hammou Taleb et al. [2] shows in an experimental research
that, connecting all cells of a FC stack individually to low relatively capacity UC
may be a convenient way to homogenize their voltage evolution during transients.
Morin et al. [28] study the FC/UC passive connection at the scale of each cell of a
FC stack. Silva et al. [34] analyze the FC/UC direct connection by simulation and
experimentally study the effect of the high current during the connection, on the
FC degradation. Turpin et al. [38] presents a passive connection at the cell scale,
i.e., each fuel cell of the stack is directly connected in parallel with an elementary
ultracapacitor. Authors declare that the passive connection protects the FC against
high peak currents and the harmonics current produced by the power converters.
Arora et al. [4] hybridize a single fuel cell with one or three 3000F UCs. Increasing
the number of UCs, the FC decreases its hydrogen consumption per cycle by around
5%. Therefore, an improvement of the FC and the hybrid source performance by
10% and 16% respectively is presented.

Another advantage of hybridization of FC and UC is that this configuration
reduces the occurrence of flooding in the FC and the degradation of the FC. This is
because the water production in the FC is linked to the FC current, which is smoothed
by the presence of UC [3, 5]. Moreover, by increasing the UCs capacity, the FC is
less demanded during load variation periods. Similar conclusions are given in [42],
UCs protect the FC from high current peaks because of their lower impedance. In
this case, UCs act as a low-pass filter. Therefore, FC could extend its lifetime as it is
required only to supply the average load power. Based on the previous works, passive
architecture seems particularly attractive for an FC/UCs hybridization in terms of:
system cost, FC lifetime protecting and FC performance increasing. However, a
challenge that is not yet explored for this architecture and deserves to be tackled is
the starting phase.

The starting phase of a UCs/FC passive hybrid source is a critical point since
UCs voltage can be lower than FC one or UCs can be discharged because of its self-
discharge phenomenon (UC losses between 5-15% its initial voltage within 48h after
full charge [23]). In this case, FC could be connected in parallel with a discharged
source; therefore, the FC will operate in a short circuit. This short circuit condition
causes high inrush currents, which could affect the FC lifespan [22]. Hinaje et al.
[21] connect a single FC with a discharged UC and propose to control the current
by mass transfer losses and the hydrogen flow. Silva et al. [34] operate the FC in a
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short circuit, they turn on the FC and then the stack is directly connected with the
discharged UC bank. Besides, the authors suggest, as a future work, a progressive
starting using a real PEMFC stack, i.e., connect the FC with UC and then turn on
the FC to progressively charge the UC. Wu et al. [40] use a fixed resistor to charge
the UCs to just below the FC open-circuit voltage (OCV). These starting methods
mitigate the problem of high peak currents during the start phase. However, few
papers present experimental results on the start-up of an FC/UC hybrid source. The
majority of them have studied this issue at fuel cells scale, i.e., not using a commercial
stack and considering unrealistic load profiles. This paper contributes to the study by
simulating and experimenting with the starting phase of an FC/UCs passive source
under a real automotive load cycle and considering commercial components.

This paper aims to model, simulate, and experimentally evaluate a passive hybrid
source composed of a Horizon Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) FC and Maxwell
UC. Three different start modes are evaluated: short-circuit, progressive, and using
a resistive precharge device. Therefore, the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the model of each component of the system and the Energetic Macroscopic
Representation (EMR) to integrate them. Section III presents a sizing methodology
and its application to the hybrid source. Section IV presents the three different
start modes of the passive hybrid source, and the experimental validation is shown
in Section V. Section VI presents the conclusions.

2. Modeling and energetic macroscopic representation

The hybrid source is composed of a PEMFC and UCs. They are coupled using
a diode to prevent currents flowing from the UC to the FC. This hybrid source is
connected to a traction subsystem (TS) corresponding to an electric vehicle. The
traction subsystem includes a voltage-source converter (VSC), a three-phase induc-
tion machine, a gearbox, a differential, and the wheels. All the traction subsystem
is modeled as an equivalent current source, which acts as an electric load. Figure 1
shows the studied architecture of the FC/UCs direct hybrid source.

2.1. Modeling

UCs are modeled using the Zubieta circuital model[46]. This circuital model is
composed of two branches, as illustrated in Figure 2, the principal branch represents
the internal resistance Ri and the energy accumulation by considering a constant
capacitor Ci0 and a non-linear capacitor Ci1V eq. The secondary branch models the
self-discharge phenomenon by considering a resistance R2 and the charge redistribu-
tion by considering a constant capacitor C2.
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Figure 1: FC/UC passive hybrid source architecture

The FC model and parameters presented in [10] are selected. The PEMFC system
model is divided into three submodels: the electrochemistry, the thermal, and the
fluidic (air and hydrogen supply) model. The equations which represent the model
are presented in Table 1 and Table 2.

The diode resistance/losses are modeled using an equivalent constant resistance
rD as:

ufc − uuc
rD

= ifc (18)

with ufc and uuc the FC stack and the UCs voltage, respectively, and ifc the FC
current.

The sources and the load are coupled via a DC bus. The UC impose their
voltage uuc to the bus while the FC/diode subsystem operates as a current source.
The current of the load iload is equal to the sum of the FC and UC currents, ifc and
iuc as defined by Equation 19. The FC/SC passive connection is modeled using the
Kirchhoff’s current law:

ifc + iuc = iload (19)
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2.2. Models integration using the EMR

The Energetic Macroscopic Representation (EMR) is a synthetic graphic tool
for systematically analyzing the interactions between subsystems in multi-physics
systems. Pictograms represent the elements of a system and are interconnected
following two principles: the action-reaction and the integral causality. Moreover,
EMR has been used to study multi-physics multi-sources systems [1, 11], photovoltaic
generation systems [24], or hybrid electrical vehicles [9]. More detailed information
about EMR can be found in [12].

The FC, UC, and the load models are integrated using the EMR formalism, as
shown in Figure 3. The FC, the UC, and the load are represented by energy sources
(green oval pictograms). The parallel connection between the FC, UCs, and the TS
is represented by a mono-domain distribution element (overlapping squares). The
diode resistance, connected between the FC/UC parallel connection, imposes the
UCs charge current value and is represented as a mono-domain conversion block
depicted by an orange square pictogram.

R2

C2
Ri

Ci0
Ci1Veq

Veq

u_uc

i_uc

Figure 2: UC equivalent electrical circuit

3. Sizing methodology

A passive hybrid source does not include power converters; therefore, there is no
control anymore, and a natural power distribution between the energy sources occurs.
This power distribution depends on the internal impedance of the sources [42]. A
sizing methodology is required to determine the optimal size of these sources and to
have an adequate power distribution. The proposed sizing methodology is based on
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Figure 3: EMR of the studied FC/UC passive connection

our previous research work [19] and is adapted for this case. The sizing methodology
uses as inputs a reference power profile and data-sheets from commercial FC and UCs.
An exhaustive search algorithm is then used to find all the possible configurations
of available FC and UCs supplying the reference power. The simulation results are
evaluated, considering the following three criteria:

1. FC is not reversible and has limits on the power magnitude (pfc).

2. The FC current dynamic (
difc(t)

dt
) supplied cannot be higher than its maximal

value (
difc−max

dt
) because its current dynamic is strongly related to the air dy-

namic feeding.

3. The UC voltage (uuc(t)) can never exceed its maximal value (uuc−max) as UCs
should never be overcharged for security reasons.

Potential solutions are rejected if they do not respect these criteria. The accepted so-
lutions performance are evaluated through the objective function presented in (Equa-
tion 20) [16, 15, 14, 13]. The objective function considers the hydrogen consumption
(CH2) (Equation 21), which depends principally on the Hydrogen mass flow (ṁ)
and the fuel cell current (ifc), and the FC degradation cost (C∆fc

) (Equation 23),
which depends on the FC turn on/turn off number (Nswitch), the FC supplied power
(pfc(t)) and the FC system real cost (FCcost). Equation 22 and Equations 24, 25 are
auxiliary ones from Equation 21 and Equation 23 respectively. Considering that the
number of UCs life cycles is usually much higher than FC life cycles ones [8], in this
paper, the cost of life of UCs is neglected.

Fcost = CH2 + C∆fc
(20)

CH2 =

∫ t

0

ṁH2dtH2cost (21)
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ṁH2 = ifc
NMH2

2Fλ
+ ṁH2−init (22)

C∆fc
= ∆fc(t) FCcost (23)

∆fc(t) =

∫ t

0

δ(t)dt+ Nswitch (24)

δ(t) =
δ0

3600

(
1 +

α

p2
fc−nom

(pfc(t) − pfc−nom)

)
(25)

Where H2cost is the cost of hydrogen ($US/gH2), N is the number of cells con-
nected in series inside the FC stack, λ is the FC generating efficiency, MH2 is the
molar mass of hydrogen, F is the Faraday constant, δ0 and α are load coefficients,
pfc−nom is the FC nominal power, ∆fc is expressed between 0 (start of life) and 1
(end of life) and C∆fc

is the FC degradation cost ($US). The lowest cost solution is
selected. This methodology, presented and summarized in Figure 4, is used to size a
small-scale test bench of UCs to be directly connected to a FC.

3.1. Study case

This subsection presents the proposed sizing methodology application for a par-
ticular case. Firstly, the inputs are defined; secondly, the selection criteria are evalu-
ated. Third, the objective function determines the lowest cost solution. Finally, the
sized hybrid source is put into operation to evaluate its power distribution given by
the sizing algorithm.

3.1.1. Inputs

This paper considers a Horizon 500W PEMFC and a dynamic power profile.
The PEMFC has a maximal voltage or open-circuit voltage (OCV) of 31.4V and a

maximal current dynamic (
difc−max

dt
) of 2A/s [36, 37]. The power profile is obtained

from collected measurements of a real electric vehicle [26]. This power profile is
scaled down to 300W (scale 1/60) to adapt an 8500 programmable electronic load
used for experimentally validation.

UCs are selected considering the FC OCV and commercial availability from
Maxwell[27]. The UCs maximal voltage can not be lower than FC OCV because
both sources are connected in parallel. FC can support OCV condition, but if the
UCs maximal voltage is below the FC OCV value, UCs will be overcharged. There-
fore, the selected UC configurations are 32V 8F (two modules connected in series of
16V and 16F), 32V 29F (two modules connected in series of 58F and 16V) and 32V
58F (four modules of 16V and 58F; two pairs of modules are connected in series,
each pair of 32V 29F, and then the two pairs are connected in parallel).
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Initialize sizing

Figure 4: Sizing methodology [19]

3.1.2. Criteria evaluation

The model of the system presented in Section II is implemented in Matlab/Simulink
to evaluate the proposed sizing methodology. Moreover, the simulation model pa-
rameters are presented in Table 3. The simulation results for each UC configuration
with an initial voltage (uuc−init) of 30V are presented in Figure 5. They are evaluated
based on three criteria: the FC power magnitude, the FC current dynamic, and the
UC voltage.

As it can be seen in Figure 5, the 8F UC presents a higher FC current dynamic
than its defined maximal dynamic (2 A/s). Moreover, this UC configuration is
overcharged at the end of the cycle. Therefore, this solution is rejected. On the other
hand, the 29F and 58F configurations are accepted as possible solutions because they
respect all the criteria.

3.1.3. Objective function evaluation

The accepted solutions are compared using the objective function presented pre-
viously. In Table 4 the costs per cycle of hydrogen consumption and FC degradation
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Figure 5: Simulation results for the three UC configurations: 8F UC: power (up), current dynamic
(middle) and voltage (down), 29F UC: power (up), current dynamic (middle) and voltage (down),
58F UC: power (up), current dynamic (middle) and voltage (down)

are presented.
The objective function selects the solution, which represents the total lowest

cost (Ctot/cycle). Thus, the 29F UC configuration is considered for experimental
validation.

3.1.4. Sized hybrid source evaluation

The hybrid source is evaluated under the reference profile to analyze the energy
sources’ power distribution. The operation of the system is presented in Figure 6.
UCs can assist the FC to supply the power demanded by the load. The FC supply
the mean power of the load, and UCs respond to power variations. Besides this, UCs
are charged by the FC, when the FC power is higher than the load power, e.g., at
100s.
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Figure 6: Passive hybrid source operation: voltage (up) and power (down)

4. Starting procedures

The operation of the passive hybrid source presented in Section III shows an
adequate power distribution. However, the starting phase is not yet studied. The
procedure to start-up the hybrid source needs to be examined because two sources
are directly connected in parallel. In this case, UCs impose the voltage to the system.
One major inconvenience is that UCs voltage naturally decays, and thus they can
be discharged. This inconvenience affects the FC durability because it could be in a
short circuit, which causes high inrush currents.

The current of the system (ifc) depends on two factors: the potential difference
between FC and UCs and the FC, UCs, and diode resistances (rD). However, these
resistance values are normally low [34]. Therefore, the system will have a high inrush
current (ifc) if the FC is connected with discharged UCs (see Equation 18). The most
common procedure to reduce this high peak of current during the passive connection
is to place a resistor between the sources[40]. This resistor is used to charge the UCs
bank, and once the UCs are charged, the resistor is disconnected to have a direct
connection. Other alternative procedures like the short circuit and the progressive
starting do not consider a resistor to start the passive hybrid source. Progressive
starting consists in connecting the UCs and the fuel cell, and then the latter is
turned on. In this way, the FC could progressively charge the UCs if the stack is
progressively fed with the H2/O2 gases [28]. In the short-circuit procedure, firstly,
the FC is turned on, and then the stack is connected with the UCs. This procedure
uses the phenomenon of mass transfer losses and the hydrogen flow to limit the UCs
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charging current [21, 34].
Three starting procedures for the passive FC/UC hybrid source are identified and

simulated in this section: the short circuit operation, the progressive starting, and
using a fixed resistance (resistive pre-charge device).

4.1. Resistive pre-charge device
A fixed resistance of 1Ω is selected to charge the UCs up to the FC OCV. Sim-

ulation results are presented in Figure 7. The FC current is reduced to 14.89A
(approximately two times its nominal value, 30A), but the UCs are charged in ap-
proximately 200s.

4.2. Short circuit starting
The short circuit operation consists of turning on the FC, and then the stack is

connected with the discharged UCs. This procedure is simulated, and the results
are presented in Figure 8. During the connection, the FC current ifc reaches a
value of 100A, but only for 300ms, then it drops instantly to 40.35A, and finally,
the FC current drops to 0A. Regards the hybrid source voltage, the voltage increase
progressively and rapidly the UCs are charged in around 50s due to this transitory
peak of current.

4.3. Progressive starting
The progressive starting consists of connecting the FC with the discharged UCs

before the FC is turned on. Simulation results are presented in Figure 9. Like
the previous method, this third starting method presents a high peak of current in
a short time (less than 300ms), then it drops instantly to 34.92A, and finally, it
reduces to 0A. As in the short circuit operation, the hybrid source voltage increases
progressively, and the UCs are charged at 50s.

4.4. Discussion
Table 5 compares the performance by simulation of the three proposed starting

modes. The first method uses a resistive device, allows controlling the charging
current to gradually charge the UCs and avoid high peaks of current during the
passive connection. However, the method requires more time than progressive and
short circuit modes to charge the UCs. Progressive and short-circuit modes present
different steps to proceed, but, their results in terms of UC state-of-charge and FC
charging current are practically similar. Besides, simulation results show that a high
peak of current occurs during the connection in both procedure modes, this high
inrush current depends on the SoC level of UCs, results show that this current value
decreases at the same time that the charge level of UCs increases. Once the UC are
fully charged the FC current is stabilized to 0A.
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Figure 7: Using a fixed resistance: voltage (up), current (middle) and power (down)
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Figure 8: Short circuit starting: voltage (up), current (middle) and power (down)

5. Experimental validation

A hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test bench is developed at the UQTR Hydrogen
Research Institute (HRI) to validate the passive FC/UC hybrid source’s starting
procedures previously presented. The wiring diagram and the test bench are showed
in Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively. The test bench comprises a H-500 FC stack
of 36 cells connected in series from manufacturer Horizon (Nominal characteristics:
16.6V at 30A for 500W), two ultracapacitors modules of nominal values 58F-16V
are connected in series from manufacturer Maxwell, whose equivalent UC nominal
values are 32V-29F. A 300W programmable DC electronic load is used to reproduce
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Figure 9: Progressive starting: voltage (up), current (middle) and power (down)

the reduced scale power profile. The programmable DC load is then chosen as a load
drive with a power reduction of 60 compared to the full-scale studied vehicle. Besides,
the regenerative braking phases are not considered because the programmable load
only provides positive power. Only mechanical braking is considered for the braking
phases. The FC, the UC, and the programmable load are connected through four
contactors K1, K2, K3, and K4, respectively. They provided electrical isolation
for each component. A NI 6229 controller operates all the contactors through an
designed electronic card and an application developed in LabView. In line with the
FC, ultracapacitors, and generator load device, a fuse provides additional passive
protection in the case of large in-rush currents. A diode in series with the PEMFC
prevents current flowing from the UCs to the FC. This misoperation could happen
if the PEMFC voltage drops below that of the UCs. Moreover, a fixed resistance of
1Ω is used for the resistive precharge procedure.

5.1. Resistive pre-charge device

In this procedure an additional contactor (K2) is added in order to connect the
resistance during the start-up and disconnect it during the direct connection. To start
the experimental procedure, firstly the H2 and O2 reactant gases are introduced to
the stack, then the contactor K2 is opened, and contactors K1 and K3 are closed.
The procedure is validated, and the experimental results are illustrated in Figure 12.
This procedure clearly allows us to: avoid exceeding the FC nominal current value
observed in the simulation results for the short-circuit and progressive procedure
and limit the charge current (ifc) for the UCs. Therefore, the FC current (ifc) is
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Figure 10: Test bench wiring diagram
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Figure 11: Test bench

reduced to 21.57A, but the time to charge the UCs bank is increased (200s), similar
to simulation results.

5.2. Short circuit starting

Short circuit operation turns on the FC and then closes contactors K1, K2, and
K3 to connect the FC with the UCs. Experimental results are presented in Figure
13. Like presented in the previous section, simulation results, the hybrid source
increases its voltage progressively until the UCs are charged after 50s. Differently
from simulation results, the FC presents three high inrush currents instead of one
peak, the first one of 66A; then, it is reduced to 38.36A, which corresponds to the
stoichiometric H2 flow rate [21], and stabilized to 0A. The two other ones, the high
inrush currents are decreased as soon as the UCs bank are charged. Again, compared
to the precedent section, this phenomenon is not appreciated in simulation, the
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PEMFC is disconnected three times by the commercial controller. This disconnection
is because the stack reaches its maximal current value (42A). Therefore, the PEMFC
requires at least this number of times (3) to be turned on for charging the UCs.

5.3. Progressive starting

The progressive starting closes contactors K1, K2, and K3, and then, the FC is
turned on. Experimental results are illustrated in Figure 14. Similar to simulation
results, the hybrid source progressively increases its voltage until the UCs are charged
during approximately 50s. The three transitory high peaks of current occurred dur-
ing the connection are reduced because the mass transfer losses and the H2 flow,
quite similar as the short circuit starting. However, with a real FC, the stack is
automatically disconnected by the FC controller and it has to switch on three times
to finalize the UCs charge. This phenomenon is not visualized by Hinaje et al. [21]
principally because they consider on their study a single fuel cell, not a commercial
PEMFC stack.

5.4. Discussion

The proposed starting modes are experimentally validated, and the results are
summarized in Table 6. The time of UCs charging is quite similar compared to sim-
ulation results for the three modes. However, the reached maximal instantaneous
current by the PEMFC stack corresponds to approximately two times its nominal
value (30A) using the progressive and the short circuit procedures. These experimen-
tal results are different from the simulation results. This difference can be explained
by the fact that the PEMFC controller is not modeled in the simulation model.
Therefore, the simulation model can not describe the instants where the PEMFC
is disconnected three times by the controller because its limit current (42A) is ex-
ceeded. Although a short demand (few milliseconds) of high current density could
improve the FC performance as it can removes the oxygenated species from the Elec-
trode platinum (Pt) active surface [34], the fact of switch on/off automatically the
fuel cell three times to finalize the UCs charge and repetitively exceeding the FC
maximal current could affect the thermal behaviour of the system [16]. In this case,
the produced water due to the normal electro-chemical reaction will not be enough
to keep correctly humidified the FC membrane and then the stack lifespan will be
impacted. Concerning the comparison of the resistive pre-charging mode between
the experimental and simulation results, both are quite close. This method presents
certain shortcomings such as: one additional contactor needs to be added (K2) to
the configuration, the dissipated energy due to the resistance could be stored by the
UCs and the time to charge the UCs is longer (200s compared to 50s) than the other
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mentioned procedures. However, this solution masters better the charging current
for UCs and offers protection to the FC against high inrush current presented during
the direct connection. Based on this, we consider that this approach seems to be
the most adequate mode to start-up the hybrid source. The same conclusion was
patented by NISSAN Motor co. [33].
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Figure 12: Resistive precharge device-Experimental results: voltage (up), current (middle) and
power (down)
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Figure 13: Short circuit starting-Experimental results: voltage (up), current (middle) and power
(down)
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Figure 14: Progressive starting-Experimental results: voltage (up), current (middle) and power
(down)

6. Conclusion

This paper presented a benchmark of three starting modes of a passive FC/UC
hybrid source. The pre-charge (using a resistance), short circuit, and progressive pro-
cedures are identified and compared by simulation and experimental results. Short
circuit and progressive starting modes use different steps. However, their results
are quite similar in terms of UCs voltage and FC current. Both procedures have
the shortcoming of presenting high inrush currents during the passive connection
causing an automatic disconnection of the FC by the controller. Although the pre-
charge concept (using a fixed resistance of 1Ω) requires more time to charge UCs,
this method seems to be the most adequate to start-up the passive hybrid source.
This procedure can limit the FC degradation by reducing the inrush currents during
the direct connection.
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Table 1: Electrochemical PEMFC model
Electrochemical model Nomenclature

E00 =
−∆Ḡf

2F
= 1.32V (1) E00 Reversible cell voltage (V)

∆Ḡf Gibbs free energy released
F Faraday constant (s A/mol)

∆EP = Acdln
PSCH2

P 0
+ Bcdln

PSCO2

P 0
(2) ∆EP E00 variation due to the pressure

Acd, Bcd Nerst potential coefficients
Pscx Hydrogen/oxygen partial pressure at the
catalytic sites (Pa)
P 0 Standard pressure (Pa)

∆ET = α + βTfc + γT 2
fc + δT 3

fc +
vTfclnTfc

(3) ∆ET E00 variation due to the temperature

α, β, γ, δ, v Empirical coefficients
Tfc Fuel cell temperature (K)

EN = ETP = E00 − ∆EP − ∆ET (4) EN Nerst potential

∆Vact = ATfcln
(

ifc+In
I0

)
(5) ∆Vact Activation over-voltage (V)

In Internal current (A)
I0 Exchange current (A)
A,B Over-voltage coefficients

∆Vconc = BTfcln
(

1 − ifc

Il

)
(6) ∆Vconc Concentration over-voltage (V)

Il Limit current (A)

∆Vohm = Rmifc (7) ∆VohmOhmic losses (V)
Rm Membrane resistance (Ω)

Vm = En −
(∆Vact + ∆Vconc + ∆Vohm)

(8) Vm Cell voltage (V)

ufc = NVm with ifc(t) = Cdl
dVc(t)

dt +
Vc(t)
Rt

(9) N Number of cells

RtCdl Charge double layer effect
Vc Dynamic part of the cell voltage (V)
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Table 2: Thermal and fluidic PEMFC model
Thermal model model Nomenclature

E0 = ∆h
2F = 1.48V (10) E0 Theoretical voltage close to the OCV

∆SqEC =
N(E0−Vm)ifc

Tfc
(11) ∆SqEC Entropy flow due the exothermal

electrochemical reaction (W/K)

∆SqH2
= 0 and ∆SqO2

= 0 (12) ∆SqH2 ,∆SqO2 Entropy flow between the stack
and the gas

∑
∆Sq = ∆SqEC + ∆SqH2

+ ∆SqO2
(13) ∆Sq Entropy flow (W/K)

Tfc = 1
Cth

∫
(
∑

∆Sq − ∆SqCW ) (14) Cth Thermal capacity of the stack (Ws/K2)

Fluidic model

Px = Pscx + Rdx1qx (15) Px Hydrogen/oxygen partial pressure at the
fuel cell input (Pa)
Pscx Hydrogen/oxygen partial pressure at the
catalytic sites (Pa)
Rdx1 Pressure drop at the supply side (Pa s/m3)
qx Hydrogen/oxygen volume flow (m3/s)

qout = Pscx−Psx

Rdx2
(16) qout Hydrogen/oxygen flow evacuated

by the purge (m3/s)
Psx Partial pressure at the
anode/cathode side (Pa)
Rdx2 Pressure drop at the purge side (Pa s/m3)

dPscx

dt = 1
Ch

(qx − qcx − qxout) (17) Ch Hydraulic capacitor

qx Hydrogen/oxygen volume flow (m3/s)
qcx Hydrogen/oxygen volume flow consumed by
the reaction (m3/s)
qxout Hydrogen/oxygen volume flow consumed at
the cell exhaust (m3/s)
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Table 3: Simulation model parameters

Fuel cell 500W, 15-32V, OCV=31.4V

Ultracapacitors UC1 = 8F 32V
uuc−init = 30V
C2 = 1.0436 F
Ci1V eq = 0.1105 F/V
Ci0 = 5.4047 F
R2 = 4.3965 Ω
Ri = 0.0428 Ω
UC2 = 29F 32V
uuc−init = 30V
C2 = 2.5192 F
Ci1V eq = 0.4821 F/V
Ci0 = 19.6415 F/V
R2 = 1.8933 Ω
Ri = 0.0088 Ω
UC3 = 58F 32V
uuc−init = 30V
C2 = 4.35 F
Ci1V eq = 1.3579 F/V
Ci0 = 32.9676 F/V
R2 = 0.7738 Ω
Ri = 0.0047 Ω

Diode resistance 2mΩ
Load power 300W
Hydrogen consumption
cost

N = 36 cells

MH2
= 2 g/mol

F = 96485.3399 As/mol
λ = 0.4
ṁH2−init = 0
H2cost = 0.0035 US$/gH2

FC degradation cost Nswitch = 1
δ0 = 5 ∗ 10−5

α = 4
pfc−nom = 500W
FCcost = 600 US$

Table 4: Objective function results
C/cycle CH2/cycle C∆fc

/cycle Ctot/cycle

29 0.00208 0.00410836 0.00610247
58 0.001867 0.00608777 0.008181
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Table 5: Starting modes comparison - simulation

Mode

UC pre-
charge time
(s)

FC reached
max. cur-
rent (A)

Number
of FC
turn on

Resistive 200 14.89 1
Short circuit 50 100 1
Progressive 50 100 1

Table 6: Starting modes comparison - validation

Mode

UC pre-
charge time
(s)

FC reached
max. cur-
rent (A)

Number
of FC
turn on

Resistive 200 21.57 1
Short circuit 50 66 3
Progressive 50 66.29 3
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